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Important notice

This document is private and confidential and has been prepared by GSA Coral Portfolio SCA SICAV-SIF (“GSA Coral an investment company with variable capital organised as
a multi-compartment specialised investment fund in the form of a corporate partnership limited by shares with registered office at 2, boulevard de la Foire, L-1528
Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and registered with the Luxembourg trade and companies registry (RCS Luxembourg) under number B 144.034”) , solely for the
information of “Well-Informed Investors” within the meaning of article 2 of the Luxembourg law dated 13 February 2007 in relation to specified investment funds.

By accessing this document, you acknowledge and agree that you will not reproduce it or re-distribute or make it available to any other person, in whole or in part, except to
your own professional advisors for the sole purpose of evaluating the investment opportunity described herein, and that you will not use the document except for the
purposes for which it has been provided to you. You further agree that you will not modify this document in any way. Copyright in this document solely and exclusively
belongs to GSA Coral and any reproduction and/or use of this document without prior written consent of GSA Coral is strictly prohibited.

This document has been prepared by the management of GSA Coral and its contents have not been independently verified. This document does not constitute, and is not
intended to be, an offer, invitation or solicitation in respect of securities and contains information designed to provide a broad overview for discussion purposes only. This
document does not purport to provide a complete description of GSA Coral, its securities or other investments or markets referred to, or the performance thereof. The
photographs in this document are for illustrative purposes only.

GSA Coral makes no representations, warranties or undertakings (express or implied) and accepts no responsibility for the adequacy, accuracy, completeness or
reasonableness of the information in this document. The information herein does not purport to be complete and is subject to change. GSA Coral and/or its directors,
officers, agents, representatives and employees shall have no liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise), for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this
document, the information herein or otherwise. There can be no guarantee that GSA Coral, or the strategy set out in this document, will be successful in achieving any or all
of its investment objectives.

This document does not constitute legal, tax or accounting advice or opinion. The information in this document is not investment or financial advice and is not intended to
be used as the basis for making an investment decision.

This document includes forward looking statements. By their nature, such statements are subject to assumptions, risks and uncertainties that may or may not occur in the
future. Forward looking statements are not guarantees of future performance. Any forward looking statements that GSA Coral makes in this document speak only as of the
date of such statements and GSA Coral does not undertake to update such statements. In considering investment performance information contained in this document, you
should bear in mind that past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results and there can be no assurance that any investment will achieve comparable results.
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Summary

• Huge demand for higher education globally, but student accommodation is 

structurally undersupplied.

• Over the past 26 years, the GSA management team has transformed student 

accommodation into an institutional-grade real estate asset class.

• GSA Coral Student Portfolio is a unique globally diversified student 

accommodation fund.

• 8-year track record of positive returns, targeting net annual return of 8-10%.

• 100% track record of providing investor liquidity since inception.

• The Fund is Luxembourg domiciled, fully regulated investment structure.
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» GSA is a global leader in purpose-built student accommodation (PBSA) investments.

» We are the only company in the PBSA sector that offers a fully integrated structure of Investment 

Management, Real Estate Development and Commercial Operations on a global scale.

» With offices across UK, Ireland, Germany, Dubai, Australia, Japan, China and Hong Kong.

GSA’s management team leadership experience at a glance:

▪ 26 years in the student accommodation business

▪ 70,000 student accommodation beds created in

over 44 cities across 8 countries;

▪ USD 8 billion invested into student accommodation;

▪ 97% occupancy across all of our student communities.
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The GSA Group
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» UK – GIC Singaporean sovereign wealth fund 
£700m portfolio.

» UK – Harrison Street Real Estate Capital
£110m portfolio. 

» Ireland – Harrison Street Real Estate Capital 
€250m portfolio target. 

» Germany – GIC Singaporean sovereign wealth fund 
€100m portfolio.

» Japan – Star Asia Capital Management
initial portfolio investment of $30m. 
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GSA’s recent institutional partners
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Our Sector

STUDENT
ACCOMMODATION

IS OUR BUSINESS
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Global higher education overview
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Global demand for HE continues to experience strong growth

» 15.1% increase in student enrolment across the 
top 7 higher education markets (US, UK,
Australia, Germany, France, Spain & 
Netherlands) between 2007/08 and 2013/14 

» US and UK experienced a 7-year CAGR of 2.0%, 
while Australia experienced a 7-year CAGR of 
3.6% since 2006

» Major education markets experienced a 
sustained increase in enrolments during the 
global financial crisis (GFC)

» Asia has the highest 10-year CAGR at 7.2% for 
HE enrolments, whilst Australia recorded a 
strong 3.3% CAGR between 2003 to 2013
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Global higher education (HE) enrolment growth
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Global student flows are consistently increasing, with the most populous nations of China and India 
contributing the greatest international enrolment growth

» Main sources of international students are:
China, India and South Korea

» Most favoured destinations are:
US, UK, China, Australia and Japan

» Main drivers for the surge in international students 
include:
quality of education, housing options, English language, 
degree recognition and future employment opportunities

Source: OECD 2015
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Global international student mobility
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Top Higher Education (HE) destinations are significantly under-supplied in 
Purpose-Built Student Accommodation

Purpose Built Student Accommodation 
(PBSA) is significantly under-supplied:

» US: Among 20.6m total enrolled HE 
students, only 12% live in PBSA beds

» Similar situations can be found for all 
major HE destinations such as UK, 
Germany, France, Spain and Australia

» Australia’s potential headroom 
capacity is at 93% (assuming all 
students are housed in PBSA)
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Headroom gap in top higher education destinations
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A unique globally diversified student accommodation fund
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Our flagship fund – GSA Coral Student Portfolio is a unique 
and the most globally diversified student accommodation 
portfolio in the market.

» Our philosophy – To generate diversified sources of total return to investors by 
blending investments across core PBSA markets and new PBSA markets where a 
mature real estate sector already exists.

» Investment Strategy – Investing in a balanced mix of:

▪ completed and operating assets producing stable lease income returns to 
underpin portfolio performance; and

▪ development or forward funding opportunities providing capital growth to 
enhance portfolio performance.

GSA Coral provides investors with access to all of GSA’s institutional-grade 
student accommodation investments globally, as well as the flexibility to 
access external managers in the PBSA space.

» Track record – 8 years of performance history in delivering sustainable returns 
and low volatility, with a 100% track record of positive annual returns since 
launch in 2009.

» Unique feature – GSA Coral investors benefit from the private equity-type 
allocation to real estate investments combining with a monthly liquidity 
component. 
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Sector | Purpose-Built Student Accommodation (PBSA)

Geography | Global cities with structural undersupply of student housing

and strong higher educational demand

Target Return | 8-10% per annum

Regulator | Regulated and supervised in Luxembourg by the CSSF,

approved under rigorous AIFMD structure

Liquidity | Monthly traded; Open-ended

Fund Size | GBP 143 million (as at 31 March 2017)

Share Classes | GBP, USD (hedged), Euro (hedged), SGD (hedged)

Management Fee | 1.5% per annum

Performance Fee | None

Custodian | RBS Global Banking Luxembourg S.A.

Administrator | Apex Fund Services Ltd, supervised by the CSSF

Auditor | Ernst & Young

Legal Advisors | Loyens & Loeff

Key Features
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GSA Coral Student Portfolio has a very strong track record of providing consistently positive returns 
since launch in March 2009 (Class A GBP).

Net return since launch 79.96%

Last 12-month return 7.11%

2017 YTD return 1.36%

Annualised return since launch 7.54% p.a.

Annualised volatility since launch 1.55%

Fund Performance Net of Fees
Share Price Growth – Class A GBP (as at 31 March 2017)

Past performance is not a guide to future returns and no responsibility is accepted for any errors or omissions.  All performance figures are calculated after deducting the fees, in GBP term.
GSA Coral Student Portfolio is a compartment of GSA Coral Portfolio S.C.A. SICAV-SIF which is incorporated under the laws of Luxembourg and regulated by Luxembourg authorities, Commission de 
Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF) as a multi-compartment Specialist Investor Fund and is approved under AIFMD.
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Performance Summary Net of Fees
Class A GBP (as at 31 March 2017)
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UK - 28%

Dublin - 28%Tokyo - 4%

Australia - 22%

Dubai - 18%

2017 Strategic Portfolio Objectives: 

1. Recapitalise Dubai investment with a new partner (following 
successful development period). 

2. Introduce a partner to current Australian portfolio and further 
diversify into further Australian assets across target markets. 

3. Introduce a new partner to Dublin portfolio and re-deploy 
capital into new European markets. 

4. Target further deployment of capital in continental Europe, 
including Germany and Spain.  

5. Deploy further capital into new Tokyo acquisitions. 

Investments shown as a % of portfolio excluding cash holdings, 
as at 28 February 2017.

GSA Coral Investment Portfolio Investment Allocation (% of Invested Assets)



Recent investments & pipeline

» UK portfolio

» Dublin portfolio

» Australia portfolio

» Tokyo portfolio
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Ablett House, Liverpool

Arofan House, Cardiff

Arran House, Edinburgh

Austen House, Southampton

Brae House, Edinburgh

Canal Point, Edinburgh

The Courtrooms, Bristol

Crescent Place, Southampton

Depot point, London

» UK has a longstanding reputation for 

providing high quality of education.

» In September 2016 GSA and GIC, 

Singapore’s sovereign wealth fund, 

acquired a 7,150-bed UK student 

accommodation portfolio. 

» £700m portfolio – UK’s largest student 

accommodation deal in 2016 .

» Including 3,634 operating beds across 

9 new properties, built within last 

three years, in prime locations with 

98% occupancy rate.

» A pipeline of 3,516 beds in 5 other 

cities, which will be brought on stream 

over the next 30 months.
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UK portfolio – new additions
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Gardiner StreetBroadstone Halls

Brunswick StreetMill Street Mill Street II

» Significant undersupply of general housing in 

Dublin, pricing students out of the market 

underpinning demand.

» In December 2015, GSA and Harrison Street 

Real Estate formed a joint venture to invest 

€250m in Dublin over the next 5 years.

» Current portfolio of 1,813 beds across 5 

projects – 3 properties will be operational by 

September 2017, 2 remaining developments 

will come on stream in 2018.
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Dublin portfolio
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Sterling Street, PerthPelham Street, Melbourne Elizabeth Street, Melbourne

» Australia is the 5th largest international 

destination for foreign students, with 

Melbourne being the 5th most popular 

city in the world for students.  (source: 

QS 2017)

» Extremely strong investment market 

due to significant undersupply of PBSA 

with circa 10 students to each 

available bed space.

» 4 development projects currently with 

the portfolio.  Further development 

pipeline secured for 2017.

» GSA management team has 8 years of 

experience in the Australia market 

from ground-up development to 

operation.
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Australia portfolio
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Cottonwood Avenue, Sydney Royal Parade, Melbourne

Secured Pipeline Opportunities

Current Development Projects

Queensberry St, Melbourne



New Hakusan development, 
Tokyo
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Tokyo portfolio
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» Japan is one of the largest higher education-related markets in the 
world, with 2.8 million university students, 1.1 million of whom are in 
Tokyo and the surrounding area.

» In January 2017, GSA concluded a new Joint Venture Partnership with 
Star Asia Group. 

» The new joint venture has acquired its first development of 374 
student beds in Hakusan ward, Tokyo. 

» Star Asia Group is a privately owned, independent investment 
management group with over JPY370 billion invested in real estate 
related opportunities.
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» Access to an institutional-grade real estate asset class 
underpinned by a fundamental supply / demand imbalance 
across the student accommodation sector globally;

» Gain exposure to an uncorrelated asset class with low volatility 
since the demand for higher education tends to be counter-
cyclical; 

» GSA has a long track record of positive investor returns;

» Invest alongside some of the world’s leading institutional 
investors.

The value of investing with GSA
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I N VESTM EN T
M AN AGEM EN T

2016

GSA opens 

management of 

Schwarzman College 

to elite academics in 

Beijing. 

GSA’s first 25 years

2008

Coral Portfolio 

founded

1991
Inception of Unite.

Renovated 

redundant inner city 
offices into city 

center student 
accommodation.

1992
First Unite 

property opens 

in Bristol, UK. 
760 beds.

1997
Unite sets up a 

manufacturing 

facility to reduce 
onsite construction 

cost and risk.

1998
First properties open 

in London. 

1999
Unite lists on 

the London-

AIM.
Market Cap of  

£63.3 million.  
4,640 beds.

2000
Expansion 

into 

Manchester, 
Liverpool, 

Portsmouth.
Unite IPO on 

London 

SE-FTSE 250 
Company.

Market Cap of  
£230.6 million.

10,450 beds. 

2002
Active in 30 prime 

locations 

across UK. 
Raised £273.5 

million from issue 
of bonds; 

AAA rating by 

S&P. First time 
asset class had 

been securitized.

2004
28 cities managed; 

100 properties in total 

with 26,310 beds.

2005
100th planning consent achieved, 

portfolio value at £1.12 billion. 

Capital cities joint venture with GIC to 
develop, own, operate student 

accommodation in London & 3 other 
cities.

2006
Formation of 

Unite UK Student 

Accommodation 
Fund (USAF)-

Europe’s largest 
unlisted student 

accommodation 

fund.
UNITE’s 15th 

Anniversary, 
portfolio is valued at 

£1.6 billion.

2008
Urbanest brand created 

in Australia - focused on 

ground-up 
development.

2009
Nick Porter steps down as deputy 

chairman of Unite. 

Urbanest London founded.
US$360 million of equity capital 

raised with M3 Capital Partners to 
establish 3,000+ bed London 

pipeline.  Urbanest secures 4 

London properties.

2011
Global tertiary 

enrolments rising from 

98 million to 165 million.

2013
GSA Group established. London student 

accommodation development at £100 million.

2014
Urbanest portfolio in 

London at 3,100 beds.

Urbanest 3rd largest 
PBSA provider in 

Australia with 4,750 
beds.

GSA global presence in 

Dubai, Dublin, Hong 
Kong, Tokyo.

2015
Relationships 

and partnerships 

with institutional 
investors 

including SWFs 
has raised over 

US$3 billion.

GSA acquires 
UCT portfolio in 

UK for £114 
million.

Offices 
Opened:

2006
Formation 

of CVG 

and GSA

2009

Coral Student 

Portfolio launched 

as Luxembourg 

SICAV-SIF

2016

Nick Porter acquires 

100% of Coral Portfolio 

Manager – rebranded 

GSA Coral

2014

CVG acquires 50% of 

Coral Portfolio Manager

2015

GSA

Rebranded

2016

GSA acquires Head 

Quarter portfolio in 

Germany for 

£107 million.

2016

GSA acquires 

The Student 

Housing UK 

portfolio £386 
million.

Appendix – GSA’s first 25 years



• In late 2016 GSA proudly announced its first property under management in 
China, the Schwarzman College at Tsinghua University, Beijing. 

• GSA was specially selected by the Stephen A Schwarzman Education 
Foundation to deliver a world class cohesive living and learning environment 
for students. 

• Schwarzman Scholars can now welcome its first cohort of scholars to the 
newly built state-of-the art Schwarzman College - an academic and residential 
facility which features 200 student beds, contemporary teaching facilities 
including classrooms, auditorium, international conference centre, library, 
canteen, and on-site gym. 

• Inspired by the Rhodes scholarship, the Schwarzman Scholars College will 
welcome some of the world’s best and brightest students to develop their 
leadership skills and professional networks through a one-year Master’s 
Degree at Tsinghua University in Beijing – one of China’s most prestigious 
universities. 

• GSA’s partnership with the prestigious Schwarzman Scholars forms part of 
building a presence in the rapidly growing China Higher Education Sector. As 
the third largest destination for international students worldwide, China has 
become a powerful force in the higher education landscape. 

• GSA oversaw the development management of the project and will manage 
the student accommodation and academic facilities of the new college. 

• An overview of the Scholarship Program, including the opening ceremony, can 
be found at http://schwarzmanscholars.org/.
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Appendix – GSA & Schwarzman Scholars
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http://schwarzmanscholars.org/


www.gsa-coral.com

THANK YOU

CONTACT AND ENQUIRIES

Jack Yung
Business Development Director, Asia Pacific
jack.yung@gsa-im.com
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